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In the supplementary material, we first introduce more details about the network architecture of the three baselines including memory frame encoder (i.e., $M^k$, $M^v$ as output), query frame encoder (i.e., $Q^k$, $Q^v$ as output) and the decoder (i.e., Decoder in Figure 1). Then, we elaborate the implementation details of the three baselines including the similarity function and the training strategies (as a supplement to Section 4.1 in main paper). Finally, we showcase more qualitative results of our TMRN (as a supplement to Section 4.2).

1. More Details on Network Architecture

In this section, we provide more details about the network architecture of the three baselines (i.e., STM [9], XMem [2] and STCN [3]), including memory frame encoder (i.e., $M^k$, $M^v$ as output), query frame encoder (i.e., $Q^k$, $Q^v$ as output) and the decoder (i.e., Decoder in Figure 1).

For STM, we prepend the TMRN to improve the memory reading module (MRM). The query encoder takes the query frame as the input, and outputs two feature maps including key $Q^k$ and value $Q^v$ through two parallel convolutional layers attached to the backbone network ResNet50 [4]. The structure of the memory encoder is the same as the query encoder except that the input is expanded to four channels including the RGB frame and the segmented mask, and the output is the memory key $M^k$ and value $M^v$ from $res4$ features with stride 16. The decoder takes the concatenation of retrieved memory value $v$ (Section 3.2) and the query value $Q^v$ and compresses them into 256 channels through a convolutional layer and the residual block, and then a series of refinement modules gradually upsample the compressed features by a factor of two at a time to attain the final prediction.

For STCN, we develop the TMRN to improve the memory reading module (MRM). Unlike STM, a key encoder (image as input, and output memory key $M^k$, query key $Q^k$) and a value encoder (image and mask as input, and output memory value $M^v$) are constructed with ResNet50 and ResNet18 respectively. Note that the query value $Q^v$ is obtained by applying another convolution layer after the key encoder which takes the current frame as input. The decoder structure stays close to that of the STM, that is, features are processed and upsampled at a scale of two gradually with higher-resolution features incorporated credited to skip-connections. Then the final layer of the decoder produces a stride 4 mask which is bilinearly upsampled to the original resolution.

For XMem, we integrate TMRN into working memory and disable long-term memory. Disabling long-term memo-
ry can make the model work better on DAVIS and Youtube-VOS variant benchmarks, as indicated in [2]. Similar to STCN, the key encoder (memory key $M^k$, query key $Q^k$) is on top of ResNet50 and value encoder (memory value $M^v$ as output) is based on ResNet18 respectively. And the query value $Q^v$ is obtained by applying another convolution layer after the key encoder. The decoder concatenates hidden representation from sensory memory and retrieved features. Then these resultant features are iteratively upsampled by $2 \times$ at a time until stride 4 and projected to a single channel logit via a $3 \times 3$ convolution for segmentation.

2. More on Implementation Details

In this section, we elaborate the implementation details of the three baselines (i.e., STM [9], XMem [2] and STCN [3]) including the similarity function (Section 3.2) and the training strategies. Note that all the rest of the network architecture (i.e., except TMRN) including memory frame encoder and query frame encoder, and training settings are exactly the same as the baselines. Generally, all baselines undergo two-stage training, including static image pretraining [1, 6, 11, 12, 14] and video data main training [10, 13]. For STM, we take the dot product as the similarity function, and crop $384 \times 384$ for training, and minimize the cross-entropy loss using the Adam [5] optimizer with an initial learning rate of 1e-5. And for STCN, we utilize the negative squared Euclidean distance as similarity function. During inference, we construct memory frames are randomly selected to be the working memory for reducing training time. For optimization, we adopt the AdamW [8] optimizer with the learning rate of 1e-5 based to 5 towards the end of training. We use a batch size of 16 during pretraining and a batch size of 8 during main training with the bootstrapped cross entropy. For XMem, we devise anisotropic L2 by introducing two scaling terms as similarity function. As implemented in XMem, we sample sequences of length eight, and a maximum of 3 past frames are randomly selected to be the working memory for reducing training time. For optimization, we adopt the AdamW [8] optimizer with the learning rate of 1e-5 based on the bootstrapped cross-entropy loss combined with the dice loss. During inference, we construct memory frames with a sampling interval of 5, and employ the soft aggregation operation when multiple target objects exist in a video.

3. More Qualitative Results

Figure 2 showcases qualitative comparison between STCN w/ TMRN and other competitive methods including STM [9], GSFM [7], and STCN [3] on YouTube-VOS [13]. We can vividly observe that GSFM and STCN fail to predict target objects when multiple similar objects zebra have appeared (i.e., 1ab5f4bbbc5 in Figure 2), while our TMRN can accurately discriminate the distractors. This is in line with the design of agent-level correlation, that is, alleviating false matches caused by direct pixel-level correlation and pursuing that true pixel-level correlations between query-memory frame enjoy higher weights. Besides, compared to the baseline STCN, we achieve better consistent segmentation results for object skateboard even with drastic appearance variations caused by the movement of objects and cameras (i.e., 4bef684040 in Figure 2), credited to modeling the temporal trajectory in a data-driven manner. Please refer to attached qualitative_for_TMRN.mp4 for the qualitative video.
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Figure 2. More qualitative results on YouTube-VOS 2019 validation set. We mark significant improvements from STM [9], GSFM [7] and STCN [3] using red boxes.